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I. Executive Summary
The National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsored an interactive two and a half-day
workshop, the Arctic Researchers and Informal Science Education (ARISE)
Workshop, from October 10-12, 2018 on the campus of the University of Rhode Island
Graduate School of Oceanography. The forty-three workshop participants included
Arctic researchers, NSF funded principal investigators (PIs), and informal science
education (ISE) professionals. Most of the participants were meeting each other for the
first time, including Arctic scientists meeting other Arctic scientists. The majority of
informal science education professionals represented museums, science centers, and
aquariums. ARISE Workshop goals were to 1.) provide pathways for broadening the
impacts of NSF-funded Arctic research and assist Principal Investigators in
disseminating the results of their research and 2.) increase the informal science
education community’s access to and engagement with Arctic scientists. Both of these
goals were aimed on enhancing the public’s learning experiences related to the Arctic
environment and NSF-funded research.
This workshop report is intended to provide a summary of the plenary presentations
and panelists’ remarks, as well as the workshop participant discussions and outcomes.
It is organized by workshop day, and the sequence of summaries follows that of the
workshop agenda (see Appendix A). Most workshop presentations and associated
resources can be found online on the workshop website.
II. Day One, October 10, 2018
A. Plenary One: Importance of Informal Science Broader Impact Activities
Presenter: Dr. Valentine Kass, National Science Foundation
Dr. Valentine Kass has been a program director at NSF since 2001. She manages the
educational media section of NSF’s ISE portfolio, including television, film, and radio.
She is also the NSF Education and Human Resources Directorate liaison to the Office of
Polar Programs with a focus on both the Arctic and Antarctic. Dr. Kass described NSF’s
new 10 big ideas that are serving as a means to focus interdisciplinary scientific
questions and issues. One of these ideas is Navigating the New Arctic.
Dr. Kass highlighted the NSF-funded resource informalscience.org, which is maintained
by the Center for the Advancement of Informal Science Education (CAISE). This online
resource contains a wealth of information for both the ISE education practitioner and
scientists who are developing Broader Impact activities.
Lines have been blurred between venues for ISE, as many ISE activities take place
beyond the walls of museums and science centers, and between ISE and formal
education. Informal science education starts with identifying the audience - who is the
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audience, what do they know, and what motivates them? Whereas, formal education
normally starts with a curriculum and usually takes place in a classroom.
It is important to be able to ascertain whether or not the ISE activity or program has
achieved its intended goals. Key questions include: a.) How do we know the activity/
program/project has been successful? and b.) How do we measure success?
Since ISE projects are so diverse and have individual goals, it is important to work with
an evaluation professional and, in some cases, an education researcher to determine
how to measure successes. Often failures can serve as important learning tools.
Since evaluation can be too costly to include in small Broader Impact (BI) plan budgets,
PIs can look to the CAISE website for tested evaluation tools, which could help to
evaluate their BI activities. All ISE funded projects must post summative evaluation
results on the CAISE website. The website also provides overviews of projects and
what has been learned. Proposals can be competitive if their BI activities build on the
results of past projects. Other important proposal considerations are to not just focus on
reaching an audience, but to also contribute information to the ISE field, especially as it
relates to building knowledge about what works and what doesn’t work.
There is a need to provide opportunities for Arctic scientists and education
professionals to work together so that Broader Impacts of the research can be achieved.
Education materials related to the Arctic are needed, and partnerships with scientists
will help new research results to be integrated into education programming and
activities. In addition, scientists often don’t have the time, resources, and/or expertise to
conduct successful outreach to the public, so collaborations between scientists and ISE
professionals are essential. The NSF is interested in new ways to bring the public into
the process of science. ISE institutions have an important role to play in making
connections between the public and scientists.
B. Plenary Two: Results of Two Baseline Studies of Public and Student Perceptions
About the Arctic
Presenter: Gail Scowcroft, University of Rhode Island
Two baseline studies were conducted to inform the Northwest Passage Project (NPP)
funded by NSF’s Advancing Informal Science Learning (AISL) program. Central NPP
goals are to:
• Increase public awareness and understanding of the changing Arctic and Arctic
research
• Extend capacity of ISE institutions to connect with Arctic scientists
• Increase the ISE field’s understanding of the learning process when the public is
engaged in live interactions with scientists
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To accomplish these goals, a major NPP activity is a research expedition into the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago with an interdisciplinary team of natural and social
scientists and a cadre of undergraduate and graduate students. High school students
and educators are also engaged on shore. The location of the expedition can be seen in
figure one below.
Fig. 1: Expedition region of the Northwest Passage Project (circled in red)

In addition to the research expedition, the NPP is conducting several other activities,
including live broadcasts from the Arctic to ISE institutions, the production of two-hour
documentary, posting of daily expedition highlight videos, a webinar series,
documentary screening events, and a comprehensive project evaluation. The main foci
of the scientific research are water mass properties and circulation in the Canadian
Arctic Archipelago, Arctic microscopic communities in transition, greenhouse gas fluxes
in the region, and current distributions of marine life. The participating students will
work in teams with the scientists to conduct the research in summer 2019.
One of the project’s baseline studies focused on public perceptions across the U.S.
related to the Arctic, and the other focused on undergraduate student perceptions of the
Arctic at participating Minority Serving Institutions (MSIs). For the public study, an
online questionnaire was distributed to four U.S. regions. Viable, completed surveys
were accepted from 720 respondents who represented the geographic diversity and
demographics of the 2015 U.S. census. The respondent sample was composed of 44%
men and 56% women with the distribution of birth years as follows:
• Millennials 2 (1990-98) 15%
• Millennials 1 (1980-89) 24%
• Generation X (1966-79) 23%
• Generation Jones (1955-65) 20%
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• Baby Boomer (1946-54) 11%
• WWII era (1915-1945 8%
Characteristics of the sample were as follows:
• 39% college graduates
• 57% with incomes <$50,000
• 33% visited a museum 3-6+ times in last 2 years
• 72% used social media in the last week
• 23% follow science on social media
Key findings of the public study were that the Arctic, Northwest Passage, and ocean
expeditions are not in the everyday consciousness of the American public, but a
significant percentage have medium to high interest in the Arctic (42%) and ocean
exploration and research (46%). Fewer respondents had medium to high interest in
maritime history (32%) or think they could explain the Northwest Passage (37%) or sea
ice (39%). Many respondents (59%) were not aware that the Northwest Passage is a
shipping route above the Arctic Circle.
Other key findings of the public study showed that public interest in science and
attitudes about science and scientists are fairly positive as indicated in the following
results:
• 63% have high or medium interest in science
• 79% agree that scientific data have important benefits to society
• 71% agree that public funding for scientific research is well worth it
• 67% agree that politicians need to listen when scientists say that our fossil fuel use is
hurting the planet
The public study looked at familiarity with Arctic related concepts. While 47% believe
that they can explain climate change, 23% stated that they could not explain it, and 3%
replied that they had never heard of it. Only 28% related that they could explain sea ice.
Questions related to awareness of Arctic related concepts revealed that more than half of
the respondents have heard that the Arctic is warming faster than other regions on
Earth (62%), polar bears are finding it harder to find food due to less sea ice (53%), and
the Arctic has large reserves of oil and minerals (51%).
When asked in an open ended questions about what they would like to find out about
the status of Arctic life and the environment, respondents suggested nine different
topics or features with a threshold of at least 10%. These topics included the effects of
climate change and/or how fast is ice melting (22%); wildlife (21%); and life in extreme
conditions (12%). The top two questions that respondents would like a TV movie to
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address (from a list) were how is wildlife in the Arctic being affected by climate change
(52%) and how does the changing Arctic affect people who don’t live there (48%).
The student baseline study was conducted with a sample of 67 students in five U.S.
MSIs (University of Illinois Chicago, University of California Channel Islands, City
College of New York, Florida International University, and Virginia Commonwealth
University) who either had applied to participate in the NPP expedition and/or were
enrolled in a course about the Arctic. The characteristics of the sample were as follows:
• 72% female, 28% male
• 52% from underserved/underrepresented populations
• 8% freshmen, 21% sophomores, 55% juniors, 16% seniors
• 75% rated likelihood of pursuing STEM career as ‘highly likely’
Key findings from the student study included the following:
• Students are highly science-oriented in terms of their activities, their school subject
interests, and their career goals and have a strong science identity.
• Compared to the general public, students are much more familiar with the terms and
concepts relating to the Arctic and Northwest Passage with 75% stating that they
could explain glaciers, sea ice, the Arctic Circle, ice cores, and the Northwest Passage.
Students are more concerned about climate change than the general public, as 100%
believe that climate change is happening now, and 87% say it is mostly caused by
human activity (compared with 56% of the general public). A high percentage also
reported that Arctic change will affect their lives (93%). Students are interested in
learning more about how climate change is affecting the Arctic (67%).
A comparison between student and public familiarity and awareness with Arctic related
concepts can be seen in the following figures.
Fig. 2: Familiarity with Arctic related concepts
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Fig. 3: Awareness of Arctic related concepts
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C. Plenary Three: Lessons from the Fourth International Polar Year Education and
Outreach
Presenter: Elena Sparrow, International Arctic Research Center, University of Alaska
The Fourth International Polar Year (IPY) (2007-2008) consisted of a coordinated polar
regions field campaign of observations, research, and analysis. An estimated 50,000
researchers, local observers, educators, students, and support personnel from more than
70 countries were involved in 228 IPY projects (170 in scientific research, one in data
management, and 57 in education and outreach) and related national efforts. In
addition, several of the research projects integrated education and outreach (E&O). A
key legacy of the IPY has been the establishment of Polar Educators International. This is a
formal network of professionals involved in science education focused on promoting
excellence in teaching polar science. Another outcome has been the formation of the
Association of Polar Early Career Scientists.
The IPY activities extended into 2010. Following this, the IPY Education, Outreach, and
Communication (EOC) Assessment Project worked to collect information on education,
outreach, and communication projects that occurred during the official IPY year of
2007-2008. A catalog resulted, The Polar Outreach Catalogue, that provides information on
more than 530 IPY E&O activities. Another guide, The Polar Resource Book - Polar Science
and Global Climate: An International Resource for Education and Outreach, was also
produced for educators, students, and emerging polar researchers.
IPY stressed the teaming of scientists and educators to produce and deliver ISE
activities. The IPY saw unprecedented polar collaboration between scientists, educators
and communities, and prioritized science communication alongside the diverse science
program. This global effort represents one of the largest investments in polar science
outreach to date. IPY outreach occurred in more than 70 countries, involved millions of
people, and represents a microcosm of science outreach knowledge. The translation of
the IPY E&O materials into multiple languages was a priority to increase reach to other
scientists and communities. Twenty-five languages were selected for translation and
116 of 182 IPY E&O materials were translated by volunteers.
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The IPY E&O team developed who, why, what International Polar Day profiles for the
different types of E&O activities. People were encouraged to pin their locations on a
map to indicate where the activities were taking place around the globe. There was a
media analysis completed by a graduate student that examined mass media about
coverage of IPY.
Lessons learned from IPY include that it was critical for a coordinating office and its
personnel to coordinate the world-wide effort. There was a great deal of volunteer effort
from all over the world that contributed to and supported this coordination. The
enthusiasm and dedication of scientists and educators, working together, attracted more
participants and volunteers. This extended the reach of IPY E&O to a variety of target
audiences, including K-12 students and educators, graduate students and early career
scientists, community members, tribal members, the general public, and scientists.
A variety of methods were employed to achieve IPY E&O goals, including formal
education and ISE through museums, transportation venues, traveling exhibits, films,
and shows. Polar-Palooza was a U.S. led initiative funded by NSF and NASA that
brought scientists and Arctic residents, including indigenous peoples, together to tell
personal stories of life and research in the polar regions, using high definition video
footage and Internet resources. Polar-Palooza also published a series of video and audio
podcasts.
Several IPY-funded E&O activities have continued beyond the original IPY funding
cycle. Feedbacks and Impacts of a Warming Arctic: Engaging Diverse Learners in Earth Science
Education and Research, integrated with the GLOBE program, engages teams of
educators, community members, and youth leaders as they conduct climate change
related projects. This program, funded by NASA, also conducts a Climate Change Summit
for students to share their research with other participants. The project has a specific
focus to reach indigenous and underserved populations. The project team also offers a
Climate Change in My Community course as part of the program. They offer continuing
professional development for educators, community members, and early career
professionals. The early career scientists lead small research projects with project
participants.
Fig. 4: Dr. Kenji Yoshikawa, a permafrost scientist at
the University of Alaska Fairbanks produced the
Tunnel Man videos following the IPY. Videos can be
accessed on YouTube:
Tunnel Man Episode 1, Ice in Permafrost
Tunnel Man Episode 2, Monitoring Permafrost
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Tunnel Man Episode 3, Monitoring Active Layer
Tunnel Man Episode 4, Geomorphology

Another post-IPY project that resulted from IPY partnerships is the Polar Learning and
Responding (PoLAR) Climate Change Partnership project funded by NSF. PoLAR partners
include expertise in a variety of disciplines, such as climate science, social science,
learning sciences, education, and gaming. It is an innovative initiative that uses novel
educational approaches to engage adult learners and inform public understanding and
response to climate change. The project has produced games and game-like approaches
to motivate discovery of issues related to the polar regions. One of the successful
PoLAR activities was the Reaching Arctic Communities Facing Climate Change (ReAC)
Academy, designed for Alaska Native educators, local leaders and planners, and rural
community members. Participants attended four-day camps to gain insight and an
understanding about local climate change observations and knowledge from
participating Alaska Native elders. The participant also learned about climate change
interactive activities and resources. They each designed an individual plan to share and
adapt the interactive activities to fit the needs of their particular communities.
A key lesson learned from the IPY activities has been the importance to encourage the
co-creation of knowledge and create a safe space when working with indigenous
people, which allows for better integration of the results from ingenious peoples’
environmental monitoring with western science research results. One of the ways that
Alaskan indigenous knowledge was translated into ways that western audiences could
use incorporated conversations with elders. These interviews captured oral histories
that were digitized and shared with Alaskan villages and on the Internet.
Unfortunately, there is no one-stop shop available where interested practitioners can
access IPY resources. This would be a valuable resource for the science and education
community if it could be developed.
D. Breakout Group One: Arctic Science - Setting Content Priorities
Four breakout groups discussed content priorities for Arctic-related Broader Impact
activities and educational programming. General considerations included the issue of
competition for science topics in ISE settings. Other key reflections were that it is
important to help audience members understand how the changing Arctic will impact
them, and a narrative can help incorporate Arctic science content as it relates to them.
Storytelling is an effective way to help people remember and make more sense of
scientific content. Ideally, an ISE program will help inspire the audience members to
learn more on their own. It is also important for content to be presented in multiple
modes to accommodate different learning preferences. An audience can be led to the
key messages with the right vocabulary. Social media could be used to make it easier for
esoteric science topics to attract public awareness and interest. The following specific
Arctic Topics were identified as important to include in educational programming:
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Natural Sciences
• Thawing permafrost in the Arctic tundra
• Loss of Arctic sea ice
• Types of ice
• CO2 and water fluxes with thawing permafrost
• Polar vortex
• Ocean freshening and impacts on circulation
• Impacts of Arctic changes on other regions and non-Arctic systems, including the
global water cycle
• Role of the wide variety of disciplinary research in the Arctic informing the
changes that are being documented
• Glacial melting and glacial cycles
• Arctic and Antarctic geography – similarities and differences
• Wildlife and its relationship to Arctic ecosystems (including change in food
sources, changes in animal migration, changes in ecosystem, greening of the
Arctic, etc.)
• Arctic variability - seasonal variability and regional variability
• No historical analogues in human history to the changes we are likely to see in
the Arctic over the next few centuries.
• How do we know what we know? (tools and technology)
• Time and distance scales involved in Arctic research
• Ocean acidification
• Feedback loops
Social Sciences
• Arctic culture and anthropology of local populations
• National security/geopolitics and its role in the Arctic with changing sea ice and
•
•
•
•
•

determination of continental shelf
How do we know what we know about the Arctic, including indigenous
knowledge?
Steps that people can personally or collectively take to make it better, urgency of
actions in the near term to stem these dramatic changes
Arctic people - what are the research priorities from a local and cultural
perspective, and what are the communities’ interests?
Food security in the Arctic and how it is impacted by the Arctic
Arctic impacts on transportation

Other
• Beauty, arts, aesthetics of the Arctic
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•
•
•
•
•

Outreach to Native elders and hunters in indigenous communities, regulatory
folks, etc.
Researchers must go into communities before they do their research
Develop community partnerships prior to research
Subsistence
Great resource: National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Mathematics
publication “Arctic Matters”

E. Plenary Four: Polar Literacy Principles
Presenter: Liesl Hotaling, Eidos Education
Polar Literacy Principles are currently in development. This initiative is funded by NSF
as part of the Polar-ICE project. This project is focused on the integration of polar data
into formal K-12 curricula and providing professional development for educators and
scientists. Participating polar scientists receive training on how to communicate
messages to specific audiences. The educators develop polar-focused lesson plans that
can be shared with formal and informal science educators.
In working with scientists and educators, the project team determined that there was a
need for guidance related to what key content should be shared with student, public,
and broader audiences. Polar-ICE brought together education professionals and polar
scientists to identify these key topics, which have served as the foundation for the
development of the Polar Literacy Principles. The Principles are currently in draft form
and have not been distributed broadly. The ARISE Workshop is the third workshop
where the broader science and education community has been given an opportunity to
review and comment on the draft principles. The Polar Literacy Principles have been
mapped to existing Ocean, Climate, and Atmospheric Literacy Principles, as well as to
the Next Generation Science Standards. The development of the Polar Literacy
Principles is project-based, rather than being developed in a community driven process
(as has occurred with the other literacy principles). However, broad community input is
being sought, and feedback is supporting an iterative development process. As the
Polar Literacy Principles are updated, they can be found on the project website.
The current seven Polar Literacy Principles are:
1. The Arctic and Antarctic regions are unique because of their location on Earth.
1A: The Arctic and Antarctic are both cold environments but have different
geographical features.
1B: Earth’s tilted axis affects polar seasons.
1C: The physical characteristics of the environment (weather, climate, topography,
geology) are significantly different.
1D: Polar microclimates create different living conditions.
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2. Ice is the dominant feature of the Polar Regions.
2A: Ice is dynamic and comes in many shapes and sizes—big, small, floating in
water or layered on land, thin or thick, solid or porous soft.
2B: Ice shapes the Polar landscape.
2C: Sea ice naturally shrinks and expands with the seasons.
3. Polar regions play a central role in regulating Earth’s weather and climate.
3A: Polar oceans play a key role in global circulation of ocean water and air masses
that keep the Earth temperate.
3B: Ice and snow (white surfaces) reflect sunlight back into space. Ocean and land
(dark surfaces) absorb more solar energy. As snow and ice disappear, heat is
absorbed by exposed surfaces which accelerates melting of ice and snow.
4. Polar regions have productive food webs.
4A: Productivity (generation of life) is tied to seasonal changes in sea ice cover, water
and air temperature.
4B: Sea ice cover, water and air temperature change with the seasons.
4C: The Antarctic food web is simple and dependent on ice.
4D: The Arctic has a more complex food web.
4E: Marine and terrestrial predators are predictors (indicators) of change in food
webs.
5. Polar regions are experience effects of climate change at an accelerating rate.
5A: Arctic sea ice is declining at a rapid rate.
5B: Antarctica is experiencing less sea ice loss than in the Arctic – for now.
5C: The Western Antarctic Peninsula (WAP) is the fastest winter-warming region in
the world (about 10 times faster than global average).
5D: Warmer Polar Regions have a moister atmosphere, which leads to more
precipitation.
5E: Effects of climate change at the Poles is directly connected to changes in sea level
around the world.
5F: The Poles are locations of increasing Geopolitical issues.
6. Humans are part of the Polar system. Arctic has a rich cultural history and diversity
of indigenous peoples.
6A: Humans have inhabited the Arctic for thousands of years. There is evidence of
human Arctic presence from over 40,000 years ago. Humans continually
adapted to inhabit the unique environment.
6B: Polar systems affect humans in a variety of ways.
6C: Climate change is affecting Arctic residents (about 4 million), including 40
different indigenous groups (about 10% of Arctic residents) through impacts to
their environments, food webs, and infrastructure.
6D: Arctic indigenous people are important partners to the science community in
understanding and observing the Arctic.
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6E: The Arctic region of the United States holds sizable proved and potential
conventional energy (oil and natural gas resources) and renewable energy
(geothermal, tidal, wind, etc.). The impacts of extraction of the resources is
questionable.
7. New technologies, sensors, and tools are expanding scientists’ abilities to study the
land, ice, ocean, and atmosphere, and living creatures of the Polar Regions
7A: Historically Polar explorers took photographs and collected observational data
(primarily atmospheric and meteorological observations) at various intervals
during explorations to the Poles providing a discrete understanding of the
Poles.
7B: Today scientists use satellites, drifting buoys, tethered buoys, subsea
observatories, unmanned submersibles, and automated weather stations to
constantly and remotely study the Poles.
7C: Piecing together historical data recorded by early explorers and traditional
knowledge from residents, with ice cores and sediment cores gives scientists an
understanding of natural history.
7D: Antarctica’s high elevation and dry atmosphere allow measurements of cosmic
microwave background (fossil light from the early universe).
7E: Scientists measure the ice and snow levels over many decades to observe the
impact of climate change in the Arctic landscape.
7F: Scientists are gathering genetic information across a range of Polar species, from
DNA to the broad ecosystem.
The Polar Literacy Principles are one of the Polar-ICE products designed to assist
scientists with Broader Impacts and educators with infusing polar science in education
programming. Other project products and activities include video calls with scientists in
Antarctica and students in classrooms; Polar Data Stories – narratives through
interactive visualizations; and Ask a Polar Scientist, where scientists “stand watch”
during specific events to answer questions from non-expert audiences.
For the video calls, sponsored by the Long-term Ecological Research Program (LTER),
students submit their questions in advance and engage with polar scientists in 30
minute sessions. In addition, Polar ICE offers a year-long program called Sci-I. This
program starts with a four-day workshop for educators focused on the practices of
science, including asking questions, gathering data, and analyzing data. Following
these interactions, students of the Sci-I teachers work on developing a testable question
either of their own design or by using polar data from the LTER’s data repository
(called the Data ZOO). Students collect or download and analyze their selected data
and create and present a polar science poster at a Polar Science Research Symposium on
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the university campus. As of the ARISE Workshop date, Polar-ICE has implemented
Sci-I in five states.
Following the presentation, the workshop participants were engaged in a “Polar
Literacy Gallery Walk.” Participants were asked to review the seven Principles and
suggest activities that they have created/operate/or use which address the Principle
concepts. The goal of this activity was for the participants to utilize the Principles as an
organizing framework for sharing important messages/information about the poles
with a variety of audiences. Participants posted resources and initiatives related to each
of the seven principles. Below is the list of the postings:
1. The Arctic and Antarctic Regions are unique because of their location on Earth.
• Arctic Climate Connections education activities for middle school through
undergraduate level
• Polar Extremes: Enhancing Experiential Digital Learning, a new NSF funded
initiative that will produce a two-hour Nova special and 10 part YouTube series
• Snow: Museum Exhibit, Educational Outreach, and Learning Research, a new NSF
funded initiative that will conduct outreach in Alaska to 33 remote native villages
and produce a 2000 square foot museum exhibit on snow
• Sitka Whalefest, a science festival and symposium that engages the public in polar
science
• Polar Explorer: Sea Level, app – a mobile application for the iPad and iPhone that can
be downloaded from the Education Category of the App StoreSM for free; provides an
opportunity to learn about sea level and the various processes that control the
location of the shoreline
• PolarTREC, teacher research experiences and polar science education resources
• The Arctic in the Classroom, partners scientists, educators, and communities
• ARCUS YouTube Channel
• University of Alaska Center for Arctic Policy Studies
• Pole to Pole Live Planetarium Show
• • The Polar Citizen Science Collective
• Northwest Passage Project
2. Ice is the dominant feature of the Polar Regions.
• The Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite-2
• Snow on Ice Project, ice changes over the Holocene
3. Polar Regions play a central role in regulating Earth’s weather and climate.
• Visualization of data from Arctic Observing Network
• Northwest Passage Project
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• PolarTREC blogging, live events, etc.
• Arctic Snow on Ice
• Sea Ice for Walruses
•
4. Productivity (generation of life) is tied to the Polar summer and winter.
• To the Arctic, an Arctic documentary
• Ecochains Arctic life game
• Northwest Passage Project, broadcasts and documentary with wildlife and plankton
as major topics and research
• Two new Long-Term Ecological Research programs focus on long-term trends in
Alaska’s marine ecosystems: 1) Beaufort Sea Lagoon LTER and 2) Northern Gulf of
Alaska LTER
• Northern Alaska Scenarios Project (NSF funded) – food is subject to policy
• Harmful Algal Bloom Network, monitoring for toxin-carrying phytoplankton and
changes in the Arctic
• Sapsuk Salmon Project
• Walrus Research Projects
5. The Poles are experiencing the effects of climate change at an accelerating rate.
• Sea Ice Prediction Network
• Rosetta Project, Antarctic sea ice, role of its formation in density driven water
•
•
•
•
•

circulation
International Arctic Research Center (SNAP)
National Network for Ocean and Climate Change Interpretation
Witness the Arctic
Center for Arctic Policy Studies
Arctic Council

F. Plenary Five: Integrating Broader Impact Activities and Advancements in Learning
Sciences
Presenter: Oludurotimi Adetunji, Brown University
The goal of this presentation was to explore how developments in the learning sciences
can be effectively used to improve Arctic science and education partnerships. NSF’s two
Merit Review criteria were reviewed: Intellectual Merit and Broader Impacts. For both
criteria, five elements should be considered:
1. What is the potential for the proposed activity advance knowledge and
understanding within its own field or across different fields?
2. To what extent do the proposed activities suggest and explore creative, original, or
potentially transformative concepts?
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3. Is the plan for carrying out the proposed activities well-reasoned, well-organized, and
based on a sound rationale? Does the plan incorporate a mechanism to assess success?
4. How well qualified is the individual, team, or organization to conduct the proposed
activities?
5. Are there adequate resources available to the Principal Investigator (PI) either at the
home organization or through collaborations to carry out the proposed activities?
NSF applies a Broader Impacts Review Criterion to achieve the following goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Increased economic competitiveness of the United States.
Development of a globally competitive STEM workforce.
Increased participation of women and underrepresented minorities in STEM.
Increased partnerships between academia and industry.
Improved pre-K–12 STEM education and teacher development.
Improved undergraduate STEM education.
Increased public scientific literacy.
Increased national security.

The National Alliance for Broader Impacts (NABI) has produced a document, Broader
Impacts Guiding Principles and Questions for National Science Foundation Proposals,
to assist proposers in developing Broader Impact review criterion and reviewers in their
examination of NSF proposals. This guide provides a summary of the types of
successful BI activities, definitions of BI terminology, and guiding principles and
questions for each of the five review criteria.
The learning sciences (LS) are an interdisciplinary field focused on the development of
effective learning methodologies and solutions. They are meant to advance
understanding of the learning process and assist the design of innovative learning
environments. The integration of LS and BI activities will lead to more effective BI. The
following examples are projects that integrate LS with BI activities.
Project GAP (Geoscience Awareness Program)
Project GAP, funded by NSF, aims to develop pre-college and college underrepresented
minority (URM) students interest in Geosciences through both college and pre-college
geared initiatives. One of the highlights of the project is the development of an
educational pamphlet which provided students with names and contact information for
members of collaborating URM Geoscience professionals who have shared their stories
on how they got into the ﬁeld. The results from the program led to the development of
an intervention model for enhancing students' aHitudes toward, and increasing their
interest in, geosciences. One of the main challenges that the project identified was how
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to get students interested in science. This led the PI (Adetunji) to proposed nonconventional approaches to determine ways for overcoming this challenge.
The proposed study looked at the following questions and found the following results:
• What sort of science concepts are intriguing to URM students?
- Concepts related to nature (e.g., Moon, Sun, Plants, Oceans, Mountains,
Permafrost, and Organisms)
• What sort of things are part of their daily life?
- Technology (e.g., Automobiles, Mobile Phones, Computers, iPads, Photography,
and Social media)
• What kinds of content are intriguing to Non-STEM majors?
- Fine Arts, Reading, Music, Design (patterns, structures and interactions of design),
holography, Literature
• What non-conventional media can be used to get science “concepts” across?
- Cartoons or Hands-on activities (e.g., “Models” of natural occurrence such as
Glaciers and Volcanoes)
With the results of the Project GAP study, the PI began to explore engaging non-STEM
and STEM students, and faculty alike in interdisciplinary approaches to science
communication, using multimedia and arts to communicate science to the public. This
led to an experimental approach to curricular and pedagogical materials development
based on Multimedia Learning Theoretical Framework (MLTF). The program, SciToons
(Science Cartoons, which is available on YouTube), combines learning sciences, art,
multimedia, animation, and storytelling to deliver engaging, fun, and simple videos on
science concepts in a non-conventional way. SciToons development teams are
comprised of a group of Brown University students and faculty members and
professionals in STEM, arts, multimedia, animation, and storytelling. Roughly half the
members of the SciToons groups are not from STEM majors. Through a process of
developing a video, which takes many iterations and constructive feedback, the
scientists become better at communicating the science to a non-science minded
audience, and the non-scientists become better at understanding the science. SciToons
videos have been used widely in classrooms, reported in journal articles, and shared
broadly on social media platforms (e.g., TED-Ed). The impacts of the videos extend
beyond the immediate educational aspects. Videos on modeling climate, climate and
energy, and solar energy would be useful for the polar science education community.
To improve BI activities, it is important to understand the audience and get valuable
feedback from them. Surveys show that the age group impacted the most by the
SciToons videos are between 18-24 years and high school student surveys show that
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94.1% of students would recommend SciToons to friends who like science. Even more
rewarding was the fact that 88% of them stated that they learned from the videos.
The learning sciences can inform the design of BI activities to make them more effective.
Research has shown that the use of non-conventional communication methods to teach
science can make BI activities more engaging and impactful. Interactive and iterative
feedback between people of different backgrounds, majors, and specialties helps
tremendously in boiling down science communication for a broader audience. Cocreation and cross-disciplinary collaboration is an effective way to engage both expert
and non-experts in developing new curricular activities in both learning sciences and
Broader Impacts domains. Also, engaging the audience in the production of science
videos enhances their understanding and appreciation of science and science
communication.
G. Breakout Group Two: Developing Key Arctic Messages for the Public
The goal of breakout group two was for the workshop participant to develop a set of
consistent messages that could be used across research and education activities. Four
groups worked together to produce the following messages/statements (in italics).
Some of the groups provided qualifiers for their messages, as seen below. It is
interesting to note that several of the messages developed by the groups convey a
similar sentiment.
Group A
1. Connection - What happens in the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic.
2. Adaptation and Mitigation – Arctic change is happening – people need to respond.
3. Aesthetic and Culture – The Arctic, a place of great beauty, is worthy of protection for future
generations.
Group B
1. What happens in the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic.
(Polar regions play a central role in Earth’s global climate.)
2. Not all ice is created equal.
(Ice is dynamic and its volume is cyclical. Different forms of ice respond differently to
global temperature changes. Ice loss in the Arctic has been rapidly accelerating.)
3. You might not have physically been in the Arctic, but your fingerprints are all over it.
(Your actions impact the far reaches of the globe. The Arctic is not a closed system.)
Group C
1. Not all ice is created equal, but it’s all disappearing.
(Sea ice is decreasing, permafrost is thawing, glaciers are melting.)
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2. The Arctic is changing rapidly, and it will cost you.
(Temperature is increasing faster, sea level is rising, CO2 is being released, the food web
is being affected, global warming is being amplified. More severe weather, food
systems, coastal infrastructure, national security, and human health.)
3. The changing Arctic presents opportunities for innovation and action.
(Scientific research, inspiration for personal action, community conversations, tourism,
investments, new technologies)
Group D
1) The Arctic’s vital environment supports people, wildlife, and global ecosystems.
2) The Arctic environment is responding rapidly to human and natural impacts.
3) Slowing the decline of Arctic ice relies on our immediate action
H. Plenary Six: Using Arctic Data in Broader Impact Activities
Presenter: Kathryn Meyer, Arctic Data Center
This plenary was intended to provide a context for how Arctic scientists and ISE
professionals can work together to affect change. The Arctic Data Center (ADC) archives
all NSF Arctic data and makes it available online for all researchers. It provides support
services, training, and outreach to the arctic research community. Data science training
helps principal investigators in formatting their data so that it can be contributed to the
repository. Training is also provided that includes best practices for data management.
The Center’s functions include an online data discovery portal and data rescue (copying
and restoring data sets). Synthesis working groups collaborate to link data related to
similar topics, e.g., permafrost in the Arctic and comparison of carbon fluxes). As of the
ARISE Workshop, over 5,000 data sets have been contributed to the repository by over
2,000 scientists. Over 2018, there were over 10,000 downloads a month by over 6,000
users.
There is a great deal of potential to use the ADC resources for BI activities. The
metadata for each data set includes information about who created the data with
contact information, content, timing, geography, and intention. Also included for each
data set is a comprehensive abstract, description of the research methods used, and
definitions of the data variables. The ADC brings data fellows to the Center for 6
months to work with Center staff, which has helped the Center identify community
needs, while providing training for the fellows. There are now plans to develop videos
on data skills.
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III. Day Two, October 11, 2018
I. Panel One: Leveraging Existing Networks for Successful Broader Impacts
Presenters: Lauren Frisch, University of Alaska; Stephanie Pfirman, Arizona State
University; and Judy Fahnestock, ARCUS
The goal of this panel discussion was to provide examples of existing networks that can
assist researchers with BI activities. The University of Alaska Fairbanks coordinates a
process that is focused on environmental compliance. This process facilitates
communication between researchers and Alaskan coastal communities. A Standard of
Care (SoC)document has been developed to provide guidance to the researchers
regarding how they should provide information to and work with communities. The
communities can opt into program. Results from these collaborations have included
changes to ship routes, whaling committee meetings, and arctic waterway safety
meetings. Conversations have led to retrieving equipment at different times and
moving ship transits away from sensitive areas.
The Climate Change Education Partnership (CCEP) Alliance is a network of large, NSFfunded, multi-disciplinary climate education projects. Each project is a collaborative
network of institutions. A CCEP project that focused on polar education, the Polar
Learning and Responding Climate Change Education Partnership (PoLAR CCEP), has
produced several resources applicable for BI activities. The PoLAR CCEP team at
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory has had success in participating with New York
City’s American Museum of Natural History in International Polar Weekends. They
have also implemented polar education activities using KAHOOT, an online platform
that is used by more than 50% of U.S. k-12 students each month. KAHOOT allows users
to create online games and trivia quizzes.
The Arctic Research Consortium of the United Stated (ARCUS) is a network of 34
academic, research, government, Indigenous, and corporate organizations, as well as 71
individuals who want to advance Arctic research. ARCUS maintains a portfolio of
programs to communicate, educate, coordinate, and collaborate to advance Arctic
understanding. It also works closely with other organizations with Arctic interests, such
as the U.S. Arctic Research Commission (USARC), the Polar Research Board (PRB), the
International Arctic Science Committee (IASC), the University of the Arctic, the Arctic
Institute of North America (AINA), the European Polar Board, the Arctic Council and
its scientific working groups, the Association for Polar Early Career Scientists (APECS),
and Polar Educators International (PEI).
ARCUS conducts several programs that provide network members and others to
achieve Broader Impacts of their research. These programs include PolarTREC (Teachers
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& Researchers Exploring & Collaborating), The Arctic in the Classroom (TAC), and Sea
Ice for Walrus Outlook (SIWO).
PolarTREC places K-12 teachers in research experiences with polar researchers. Since
2007, ARCUS has placed over 160 classroom teachers with researchers doing field work
at the poles, allowing them to bring the experience back to their classrooms and
communities. PolarTREC provides end-to-end support for the teachers, from initial
introductions to the researchers to supporting deployment and live events from the
field back to the classroom, to guidance for the development of education and outreach
requirements upon their return. The program offers researchers a unique outreach
opportunity that links directly to classrooms and communities at a level that would be
difficult on their own. As of the 2018-19 field seasons, ARCUS is now accepting
applications from informal educators, as well as formal classroom teachers,
TAC partners scientists, educators, and communities to increase knowledge about
science-rich Arctic landscapes, ecosystems, and people within their own communities.
In 2018, there are 5 projects that ARCUS is supporting where researchers are partnered
with teachers and community members to work on citizen science projects and/or
community based monitoring projects. Current projects include observing and
monitoring landscape change in the tundra, monitoring of murres (seabird) for
subsistence, a land steward program, a winterberry study, and a sea ice monitoring
project, which is translated into an 8th grade science curriculum.
SIWO is a resource created for Native Alaskan subsistence hunters, coastal
communities, and others interested in sea ice and walrus. It’s a legacy product of IPY.
SIWO provides weekly reports in spring to early summer with information on weather
and sea ice conditions relevant to walrus populations in the areas of the northern Bering
Sea and southern Chukchi Sea regions of Alaska. The program also partners with the
Eskimo Walrus Commission, Alaska Native sea ice experts, and scientists at the
National Weather Service and the University of Alaska Fairbanks. ARCUS brings the
partners together, collects the observations from the partners, and distributes and shares
data. Researchers can also tap into other ARCUS BI vehicles, including webinar series
and the Indigenous Scholars Program.
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J. Plenary Seven: Using the U.S. R/V Sikuliaq as a Broader Impacts Platform
Presenter: S. Bradley Moran, University of Alaska
Fig. 5: The R/V Sikuliaq, operated by the
University of Alaska Fairbanks College of
Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, is one of the
most advanced research vessels ever built
with extensive scientific facilities. In
addition to 2,250 square feet (209 m2) of
built-in laboratories, she can accommodate
two to four 20-foot scientific containers on
the 4,360-square-foot (405 m2) aft deck.

!
The objective of this presentation was to share information about the new U.S. research
vessel R/V Sikuliaq and how it could be leveraged for Broader Impact activities. The
ship, a 261-ft Global Class, ice-capable, research vessel, can accommodate a crew of 20
crew along with 26 scientists. It is operated by the University of Alaska Fairbanks
(UAF), and its home port is Seward, AK.
Sikuliaq is a state of the art vessel with a double hull and noise quieting technology. This
is an important feature for vessels traversing Arctic waters and the University of Alaska
Fairbanks has worked with the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission to ensure
sensitivity of ship tracks within Indigenous hunting grounds. The University has
developed the Sikuliaq Community and Environmental Compliance Standard Operating
Procedures in collaboration with the Arctic Waterways Safety Committee, North Pacific
Research Board, Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program, UAF Sikuliaq Ship
Committee, and multiple researchers. This unique agreement within the U.S. research
fleet provides guidance to identify, communicate, and mitigate potential impacts on, or
time/area conflicts with, maritime subsistence harvest areas, activities, and resources. It
explains environmental compliance procedures and describes the various roles and
responsibilities of individuals involved in these processes. Sikuliaq is a member of the
Arctic Research Icebreaker Consortium, a network that facilitates international
coordination, transnational ship access, and joint research activities.
Sikuliaq has its own Facebook page, where onboard news is posted about the
expeditions. There is great potential for BI activities associated with the ship. It is
equipped with advanced telecommunications technology for ship to shore interactivity.
Scientists who plan to be onboard conducting research, are encouraged to work with
groups that have expertise in conducting live interactions from sea, such as the team at
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the University of Rhode Island Inner Space Center, to reach large public audiences in
museums, science centers, and aquariums in addition to individual classrooms.
K. Panel Two: Case Studies of Successful Broader Impact Partnerships
Presenters: Jason Cervenec, Byrd Polar and Climate Research Center; Anne Gold,
Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences; Amy Lovecraft,
University of Alaska Fairbanks; Holly Morin, University of Rhode Island Graduate
School of Oceanography
The objective of this panel was to share examples of tested models for achieving
Broader Impacts. Ohio’s Byrd Polar Center is almost 60 years old. The Center has a
publicly available Polar Archive dating back to its start. impacts approach program. The
Center has identified a demand for science teachers to serve in BI positions, from
advising PI’s to leading their own projects. The Center has three categories of BI
activities:
1. Rocks collection exhibition from polar regions,
2. Aiding researchers do BI and Service Learning, and
3. Collaboration and dissemination of ocean and atmosphere phenomena.
Lessons learned that the Center shares with collaborating scientists include keep an eye
out for partnerships; graduate students and Post-Docs are go-to people for developing
collaborations; and it is imperative to keep activities within the budget and time
constraints.
The Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES) has
conducted several successful BI programs. Examples include the development of a
series of educational videos related to career education. The Institute serves career
scientists to assist with their BI activities. With an interest in measuring impact and
advance in the field, the Institute focuses on publishing results of their BI initiatives.
This has proven to be attractive to scientists that wish to showcase their work and
measure its impact on the public.
Another CIRES outreach program is Lens to Climate Change. This program provides
mentoring opportunities for early career scientists and graduate students. These young
investigators gain BI experience and professional growth by helping high school
students generate short films about climate change and how it has changed their lives.
This also helps the scientists connect with the outside community.
The Institute has developed Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) that engage
scientists in developing 15-minute videos that communicate scientific concepts. This
also helps scientists develop connections with other scientists and the community. Over
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62,000 lectures have been viewed online. The Institute also works with scientists in the
process of curriculum development, assisting scientists with translating their research
for use in BI activities.
A major research expedition that will be launching September 2019 is the
Multidisciplinary Drifting Observatory for the Study of the Arctic Climate (MOSAIC).
In September 2019, the German research icebreaker Polarstern will depart from Tromsø,
Norway and, once it has reached its destination, will spend the next year drifting
through the Arctic Ocean, trapped in the ice. A total of 600 people from 17 countries,
who will be supplied by other icebreakers and aircraft, will participate in the expedition
– and several times that number of researchers will subsequently use the data gathered
for climate and ecosystem research. CIRES is one of the organizations leading MOSAIC.
This collaborative effort will also develop and foster opportunities for BI.
The Northern Alaska Scenarios Project (NASP), conducted by a research team
composed of graduate students and faculty from diverse disciplines at UAF, posed the
question, “What is required for healthy sustainable communities in Arctic Alaska by
2040?” To address this question, NASP began engaging Arctic residents in BI activities
with the following understandings:
The Arctic region contains a suite of interlinked social-environmental systems that can
differ dramatically by scale. All scales face rapid changes that are surpassing records
and remembered histories. Human well-being and its relation to ecological processes is
defined and viewed in crowded and contested space(s). Governance related to
adaptation to climate and development changes cannot be divorced from politics.
The project examined methods that can be used to develop and enhance civic
communication. Arctic resident participants were identified through past and ongoing
work in community health and sustainability from the Northwest Arctic and North
Slope Boroughs. The participants came from local organizations, governments,
community associations, and schools. The residents were brought together with subject
matter experts from different 6 sectors (health, biophysical, economic, education,
communication, and justice). NASP has also included young emerging leaders as a 7th
sector (18-25 year olds). Participants were engaged in workshops that explore scenarios
tied to dimensions of risk, values, education, communication, tourism, and deliberation.
These workshops were conducted at community sites to foster participation and build trust. For
the duration of the three-year grant, NASP held several ISE events at local community centers in
Utqiagvik (formerly Barrow) and Kotzebue Alaska. The hosting of raffles aided in the
engagement process. Success of the NASP workshops has brought additional attention from
other scholars and led to workshops with additional communities and schools. All proposed
solutions and recommended actions have been documented and are publicly available online.
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Subsequent to this grant-funded project, the International Arctic Research Center (IARC) at UAF
redeveloped its Center for Arctic Policy Studies, and this venue will be better poised to engage
ISE events due to the Director’s (Lovecraft) experiences at the ARISE workshop.
The Northwest Passage Project (NPP), being conducted by the Inner Space Center (ISC)
at the University of Rhode Island, is based on a partnership model for engaging
scientists, filmmakers, students, Minority Serving Institutions, ISE institutions, and the
public. The ISC team provides the bridges between the project partners. The project
centers on a research expedition into the Arctic’s Northwest Passage with BI activities
before, during, and after the expedition. The NPP research is multi-disciplinary, focused
on Arctic ocean and atmospheric chemistry, water circulation and other physical
parameters, wildlife observations, and microscopic marine life.
Accompanying the scientists on the expedition will be teams of undergraduate and
graduate students, a professional film crew and documentary producers, social
scientists, and marine technicians. Prior to the expedition, the students have been
engaged in webinars and virtual discussions with scientists and project staff. Many of
the undergraduates also participated in a special course offered by the NPP faculty
liaisons at their respective institutions. During the expedition, live broadcasts from the
Arctic will be delivered via the ISC to three ISE institutions – the Smithsonian
Institution National Museum of Natural History, the Exploratorium, and the Alaska
SeaLife Center. The onboard scientists and students will share their research with public
audiences which will be able to interact with those at sea in real time. Following the
expedition, a two-hour documentary will be produced. The film will be shown at
multiple venues, including on the campuses of the project’s MSI partners. Project
participants will host panel discussions for the public in concert with these events. In
addition to this host of BI activities, daily highlight videos of the expedition will be
posted on the ISC’s YouTube channel, daily student blog posts will be available on the
project website, and Facebook Live events will be conducted for the public at large.
The models used for the NPP BI activities are based on other tested ISC initiatives.
These include the Marine Technology for Teachers and Students, Discovery of Sound in
the Sea, and Unknown Ocean, and Exploring the Unknown Ocean projects.
L. Breakout Group Three: Effective Scientist Engagement in Informal Science Education
Activities
These breakout group discussions were intended to identify common elements and
effective practices in the engagement of Arctic scientists in Broader Impact activities and
the successful transfer of the scientists’ expertise and resources to public audiences. The
groups were also charged with identifying challenges and solutions.
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Several successful education, outreach, and communications programs were mentioned,
such as those conducted by the National Sea Grant Program network, the international
Consortium for Ocean Science Exploration and Engagement (COSEE), and the Metcalf
Institute for Environmental Reporting. The four breakout groups all identified the need
for scientists to gain communication skills during their professional preparation, as well
as for training and resources to be made available for in-service scientists.
The most effective Broader Impact activities are those developed through the
collaboration of scientists and education professionals or Broader Impacts experts.
Evaluation and assessment of BI activities are important. This presents a challenge for
scientists who are not familiar with these practices, creating a greater need for BI
partnerships and collaborations. There is an additional challenge of balancing the BI
component embedded in a research project with available time and funding. This is
especially true for polar research, which is expensive by nature. Scientists must meet the
research goals of their projects and satisfy NFS’s requirement for impactful Broader
Impacts.
Successful elements for effective scientist engagement in informal science education
activities that were identified by the breakout groups included:
• Ensure appropriate Funding
• Partner with BI “bridge builders” and ISE institutions, leverage existing
resources
• Involve the public or new audiences at the developing stages of research - find
leaders/stakeholders/representatives in the community
• Get to know the audience and tailor the message to them (using their vocabulary
• Relate research to broader topics that connect to what the audience cares about
• Effectively measure impacts, determine when to use ad hoc methodologies vs.
formal evaluation
• Build relationships with facilitators and educators
• Provide feedback to the scientists
• Use high impact forums, such as, panels with local government members,
scientists, community leaders, etc.
• Participate in festivals and conferences where the public congregate
• Ensure good communication both internally and externally
• Engage diverse stakeholders - policymakers, educators, general public
• Work within communities
• Ensure political buy-in
• Provide science communication training
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•
•
•

Minimize time commitment
Incorporate storytelling, imagery, and art
Pursue ways to create sustained interactions

Common challenges and needs identified were:
• Support for researchers to effectively communicate with the public needs to start
early on in their careers
• Interactions with journalists to connect researchers with the public must occur
without sensationalizing the research
• How to use social media effectively (without politicizing)
• Incentives for scientists to motivate them to broaden the impacts of their research
M. Plenary Eight: Reaching Informal Science Education Audiences
Presenter: Jamie Bell, CAISE
The Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education (CAISE) works in
cooperation with the NSF Advancing Informal Science STEM learning program to build
and advance the informal STEM education field by providing infrastructure, resources
and connectivity for educators, researchers, evaluators, and other interested
stakeholders. CAISE also convenes inquiry groups, workshops, and principal
investigator meetings. It has established a network of academic institutions and ISE
organizations across the U.S.
The CAISE website provides invaluable access to over 8,000 (and growing) resources
that include project descriptions, research literature, evaluation reports and tools, and
other documentation. There is currently over 145,000 users of the CAISE website. Many
of the CAISE resources focus on polar education and outreach.
To effectively reach informal science education audiences, a scientist or education
practitioner can find examples of successful models on the CAISE website. Evaluation
can be an expensive budget item, especially for a small, single BI activity. CAISE
provides off-the-shelf evaluation tools and has a wealth of resources and guidance to
assist PIs in developing an evaluation plan and selecting appropriate tools and
instruments.
CAISE has over 4,800 individual members. Through CAISE, these members have access
to the full text of over 2,000 journals. Members can also find examples of BI activities
that can reach audiences in libraries, zoos, science museums, and aquariums. There are
also examples of successful citizen science projects.
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N. Breakout Group Four: Reaching Informal Science Education Audiences
The breakout group discussions built on the previous plenary presentation and focused
on strategies for and differences and similarities in reaching families, school groups,
community leaders and decision makers, and the general public. The following
recommendations are synthesized from the four breakout group discussions.
1. Establish stable, two-way relationships with community organizations and leaders.
2. Utilize diverse public spaces (e.g. senior homes, barbershops, 5k runs, prisons, 4-H clubs,
parks, libraries, etc.).
3. Bring the public on to campuses with dual enrollment classes and open houses.
4. Work with media experts on campus or elsewhere, such as, film departments or artists to
produce advanced media content. Get advice on collaborators from NSF program
managers.
5. Partner with experts to develop formal exhibits that can be transported (e.g. snow exhibit
traveling to Texas, Colorado and Alaska) or in place (the peat tunnel) and use social medium
platforms.
6. Give parents information to translate to their children.
7. Use teen groups as trial audiences for scientists.
8. Speak with indigenous peoples and local government officials and at community forums.
9. Use “out of the box” communication vehicles, such as, restaurant placements, cruise ship
venues, and after-hours events (e.g., science cafes).
10. Use social media.
11. Obtain audience feedback (e.g., what they need to know, who needs to hear it, or how it
could best be delivered).
12. Look to key constituencies that can scale the message (for instance, journalists, teachers,
thought leaders, etc.)
13. Work with schools (this could be especially effective in Arctic communities).
14. Get people into natural settings where they can both experience science and the natural
setting.
15. Look for ways for youth to serve as as “guides”.
16. Consider up front how to share the findings of the research in the regions and with the
communities where the data is being collected.
17. Consider incentives or special considerations that might be used to attract audiences (food,
childcare, etc.).

O. Group Sessions: Tools for Successful Scientist/Educator Partnerships
Two group sessions allowed workshops participants to explore Broader Impact tools
and strategies. Each participant was able to participate in two of the four choices below.
1. Concept Map Builder, Presenter: Carla Companion, ODYSEA LLC
The process of deconstructing complex science using concept maps to enhance the
understanding by non-experts has been studied and refined over several years by the
COSEE Ocean Systems team at the University of Maine. The team has formed its own
company, ODYSEA LLC, and is currently using their concept mapping tool among
other innovative online platforms, to support several NASA earth science missions:
• Plankton, Aerosol, Cloud, ocean Ecosystem (PACE)
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•
•

Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT)
NASA Salinity: Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP), Aquarius, SPURS Field
Campaigns
Concept maps are visual representations of ideas connected by their relationships.
Labeled arrows indicate directionality of the connection and linking phrases describe
the connections. Concept maps have their origin in constructivism pedagogical theory.
The ODYSEA team has engaged thousands of ocean scientists, education professionals,
and students in sharing and gaining knowledge of complex ocean science concepts
through interactive concept map building, using their online Concept Linked Integrated
Media Builder (CLIMB). This online resource provides tutorials on building concept
maps, a way to store user maps that can be later retrieved, and a map archive
containing over 250 publicly available maps.
Fig. 6: The online Concept Linked Integrated Media Builder

!
Concept maps allow for deconstructed concepts to be reconstructed into stories that are
tailored to an audience's knowledge level or need. They also have the flexibility to let
the audience decide where to start (i.e., they are not linear). Evaluation of the
integration of CLIMB in scientist/educator/student engagement has shown that
scientists have gained a new tool to organize content in complex interrelated ways that
affect how they remember, reason, and solve problems. Organizing knowledge around
“big ideas” helps to guide their thinking and assists them in noticing features and
meaningful patterns. Non-experts were found to often focus on surface attributes of the
science and remember content in lists of facts that make it less likely to see
relationships. They traditionally approach science learning by memorizing, rather than
understanding. Working with scientists to develop concept maps has helped nonexperts to gain deeper understanding of complex content by “seeing” relationships and
the interactivity in systems. They also become more likely to understand the conditions
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under which knowledge should be applied. The concept map below shows the
relationship of the global water cycle and input of data from NASA’s Aquarius satellite.

Fig. 7: An example concept map produced by CLIMB
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2. Broader Impacts Wizard, Presenter: Janice McDonnell, Rutgers University
The Broader Impacts Wizard (BIW) has been developed by the COSEE Networked Ocean
World team at Rutgers University. This online tool is intended to assist principal
investigators in creating effective Broader Impact plans and activities that will satisfy
NSF’s merit review criteria. It provides a mechanism for effective science
communication and pedagogically sound practices, while assisting with proposal
development. The BIW walks the user through five steps to assist in determining the
audience, activity description, budget, and evaluation. The tool provides the user with a
summary report to help plan and draft their proposed Broader Impact project and/or
share this information with a potential partner.
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Fig. 8 An example Broader Impacts plan produced by the Broader Impacts Wizard

!
There are example BI plans online and a tutorial to assist users in developing their own
BI plans. The key questions that proposers must address to satisfy NSF requires are
included:
• What is the potential for the proposed activity to benefit society and contribute to achievement
of specific desired societal outcomes?
• Is the plan for carrying out the proposed activity well-reasoned, well organized, and based on a
sound rationale?
• How well qualified is the individual, team, or Institution to conduct the proposed activities?
• Are there adequate resources available to the PI (either at the home institution or through
collaborations) to carry out the proposed activities? Is the budget allocated for BI activities
sufficient to successfully implement them?
• Does the plan incorporate a mechanism to assess success?
• To what extent do the proposed activities suggest and explore creative, original, or potentially
transformative concepts?
3. Effective Educator Research Experiences, Presenter: Janet Warburton, ARCUS
ARCUS has been conducting the PolarTREC program for several years, placing
educators in polar research experiences. The program aims to improve educator STEM
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content knowledge of the polar regions and transfer this knowledge to a learning
setting; increase educators’ use of STEM practices with their students; increase students’
understanding and interest in the polar regions and STEM related careers; and develop
long-term professional relationships between the education and research communities.
Many lessons have been learned over the years, and the program has had several
iterations based on evaluation of it model for educator/scientist engagement.
The current PolarTREC program provides training for scientists and educators, who
both have well-defined roles. The educators serve as a public relations officer for the
research team. They post journal entries during the research and assist in developing
outreach campaigns. They also act as a research assistant, learning and translating
science as they are engaged in hands-on research.

Fig. 9: PolarTREC teachers receive
technology training, polar science content,
polar safety and logistics training, and
science field trips. The scientists receive
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Teams of PolarTREC educators are grouped into cohorts, which interact over time.
Participants are made aware of program requirements before, during, and after their
research experiences. The educators are engaged over time with support from the
ARCUS team during the academic year to enhance classroom transfer of their newly
gained skills and content knowledge. In addition, the participating scientists have input
into the process of developing education materials related to the research experiences,
providing guidance and scientific review.
4. Effective Practices in Delivering Webinars, Presenter: Chris Knowlton, University of
Rhode Island
The Inner Space Center team at the University of Rhode Island has been conducting
successful webinars focused on ocean and climate science to reach tens of thousands of
educators, students of all ages, and the public for over a decade. They have reached
over 60,000 U.S. middle school teachers and students alone through their hurricane
science webinars. Using online platforms to reach audiences has the obvious advantage
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of being relatively low cost and environmentally friendly, while providing a means of
reaching groups of all sizes in different locations simultaneously and allowing for
interactions in real time. Depending on the platform used, webinars can allow for
participants to ask and answer questions and allow for insights into the target group to
be quickly gained. If the webinars are archived online, viewers can have access to the
content indefinitely.
There are also disadvantages to webinars. Internet speeds must be adequate to allow
participants to view presentations without distortion or lag time. Audio may be limited
to an individual presenter, with participants being unable to interact directly. If audio is
allowed, participants or presenters may have to pay additional charges. A webinar may
not work with all kinds of Internet browsers, and testing with the reception site may be
required. Depending on the platform used, a webinar may not work or work well on
hand-held devices, a critical issue, as mobile device use is growing exponentially.
Business and federal agency firewalls and incompatible system configurations can also
be obstacles to successful webinars. In addition, audience members may be distracted
due to interruptions or disruptions, such as side conversations, having to do other work
at the same time, etc.
Essential elements of a webinar include video and audio of the presenter(s), a way to
display information (presentations, data, etc.), and audio of the audience members.
Video of the audience is a benefit, but not a necessity. Other elements that are helpful
are chat features, real time participant feedback (i.e. polls and receiving answers to
questions), video of multiple presenters/participants, and the capacity to download
files. The ISC team has found that it is important to prepare presenters prior to a
webinar and to test their Internet connection if they are not co-located with the webinar
facilitator. It is also important to provide presenters with standards for the media that
they would like to include in their presentation (e.g., quality/file size). It is also
important to plan time for audience questions and answers, feedback, discussion, etc.
The ISC team has found that this is often the best part of webinar.
Other practices that the ISC team have found to be useful in conducting webinars
include surveying the audience before hand to determine audience needs, expectations,
and key questions about the topic. Requiring participants to register prior to the
webinar is helpful in that it can provide an estimate of the audience size and participant
contact information. Having contact information is especially helpful for post-webinar
evaluation and feedback. The most successful webinars have a host/facilitator in
addition to the presenter. This person should be familiar with the platform/software
being used and be ready to quickly troubleshoot issues.
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The ISC team has investigated and/or tested several webinar platforms for effectiveness
with different sized audiences, including WebEx, Skype, Zoom, and Google Hangout.
There are advantages and disadvantages with each platform. WebEx has a range of
features for holding online meetings, events, training sessions, interactive presentations,
and team collaboration. It is flexible and provides tools such as a live chat feature,
interactive whiteboard, and the ability to share files and apps. The may be drawbacks
with WebEx with bringing in remote speakers, as troubleshooting issues with
presentations and videos can be a problem. The number of audience participants to a
WebEx webinar is limited by the level of the subscription service.
Zoom is another general purpose video conferencing platform used for meetings,
collaboration, and dedicated webinars. There’s no webinar automation available with
Zoom, but it is reliable for a modest cost. One Zoom limitation is that participation is
limited to 100 interactive video participants for webinars. However, there is an option to
simultaneously broadcast a webinar to Facebook Live and YouTube. Another Zoom
benefit is a tool for real time polls, questions and answers, and live chats. The platform
can also provide text captions for hard-of-hearing audiences or people using devices on
mute.
Google Hangouts have the advantage of being free of charge, and the platform is
relatively easy to use with a simple user interface. It is also easy to record a webinar
using Google Hangouts. Google Hangouts is popular with the users of Google
products, as it can integrate GoogleDocs, drive, mail, etc. One disadvantage is that
when sharing a screen, the participants only see the screen and stops seeing the
presenter. Other common complaints are issues with time lapses, causing a delay or the
inability to use other tools that Hangouts provides. One of the main issues in using
Google Hangouts for webinars is that the number of video participants is limited to 25
participants and chats are limited to 150.
P. Breakout Group Five: Partnerships and Proposal Opportunities
Time was provided for workshop participants work in small groups to further develop
existing Broader Impact activities and/or partnerships for future proposals. The
following list of current NSF proposal opportunities that might be useful for polar
science education initiatives was provided to seed the conversations:
NSF 18-103
DCL: Support for Engaging Students and the Public in Polar Research
NSF 18-084
DCL: STEM Education for the Future
NSF 17-573 Advancing Informal STEM Learning (AISL)
NSF 18-583
Improving Undergraduate STEM Education: Pathways into Geoscience
(IUSE: GEOPATHS)
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NSF 16-595

Arctic Natural Sciences; Arctic Social Sciences; Arctic System Science;
Arctic Observing Network

The breakout groups reported several ideas for future partnerships. These included the
potential for groups to work with the Arctic Data Center to develop ways to share
Arctic data in meaningful ways with the public, rather than just with researchers. Data
need narratives and interpretation tools for public users.
Workshops at the data center to bring people in to look at what is there and how to
better visualize the data. Partnerships with ISE professionals could assist with this.
Another idea was to use Arctic oceanographic data to engage the public during and
following a proposed expedition. Subsequent to the ARISE Workshop, the principal
investigator partnered with the Northwest Passage Project team to leverage BI activities
in that project to support his new proposal.
Several researchers discussed the potential of working with museum staff where Arcticrelated exhibits already exist and incorporating enhancements to these exhibits that
would be included in their future proposals.
IV. Day Three, October 12, 2018
Open Space Session
Facilitator: Peter Tuddenham
An open space session or Open Space Technology (OST) is a method for organizing and
running a meeting session or multi-day conference, where participants are invited to
focus on a specific, important task or purpose. OST is a participant-driven process, in
which the participants self0organize to determine which and how topics are to be
discussed. In some cases, participants may develop the entire meeting agenda. The OST
method is based upon work, beginning in the 1980s, by Harrison Owen.
The OST process begins with the facilitator explaining the process, which begins with
an explanation of the Law of Two Feet, meaning participants take responsibility for
what matters to them, standing up for that, and using their own two feet to move to
wherever in the meeting they believe they can best contribute and/or learn. This gives
participants the freedom to move at any time to another discussion if they are more
interested in that topic or feel they have more to contribute to it. Other OST principles
are: 1.) trust that individuals attracted to the same topic of conversation are the people
who can contribute most to that conversation; 2.) understand that everyone is limited
by their own pasts and expectations, acknowledging that all participants will do their
best to focus on the present time and place and not get bogged down in what could've
or should've happened; 3.) allow the creative spirit to have its own time as much as
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possible; and 4.) pay attention to the pulse of the group, when the conversation is over,
its over.
The OST steps used for this session of the ARISE Workshop were as follows:
1. A focusing question was posed to the group – What topics and issues related to Arctic
education and Broader Impact activities are of interest to you? This question was
intended to provide the widest context for participant discussions. Example topics
were shared, including capabilities and/or services needed to further promote
Arctic science research to public audiences; key partnerships that could be
enhanced and/or established to promote Arctic science literacy more broadly; and
integrating Arctic data into education programming.
2. Participants met in a circle and were invited to write topics for discussion on cards
that had meaning to them.
3. The facilitator then invited anyone who wished to propose a discussion topic to
step into the middle of the circle, read their card(s), and give a brief overview of the
discussion’s intention.
4. The cards were then posted to large sheets on the walls -- one sheet per
topic. When all topics were identified, the facilitator invited participants to sign up
for what they were interested in discussing.
5. The group then discussed the merger of topics that were similar, and participants
broke into their selected discussion groups. Each group was charged with
identifying a rapporteur and reporter.
6. Following the small group discussions, all participants were reconvened to share
highlights and ideas that emerged in their groups.
7. The discussion results were captured and made available for all group members on
the meeting website.
The open space group topics and discussion results are described below.
Group 1: Developing an ongoing Broader Impact project though a 24/7 online video
channel
Focus on research vessels and their expeditions; facilitate live video from the ships;
reality show with science personalities.
Recommendations: develop stories and focus on characters.
Group 2: Ice Ice Baby: Art, Science, and Stories
Story ideas - wildlife/megafauna stories from the Arctic and then personal and local
community stories; Arctic related art and exhibits and the stories behind creating art
and exhibits; and mystery, unknown, historical exploration vs. modern exploration. Use
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different forms of media for storytelling and include audio, art, video, photos, VR,
social media, and data.
Recommendations were integrated into the ideas above.
Group 3: Scenarios - What knowledge is required to educate people about the Arctic of
2050?
Discussion focused on the potential for implementing role playing and scenario games
related to the Arctic. Key factors that need to be considered include infrastructure,
weather systems, precipitation, climate change, uncertainty, demographics, permafrost
thaw, infrastructure, and economics. From each of these key factors the group identified
3-5 plausible scenarios. This produced a self-defined matrix of scenarios. There are
myriad approaches to role playing within this scenario matrix. Useful concepts include:
"Deliberative democracy." Follow-ups four weeks after games are important.
Information is "stickier" in a game scenario (people remember). Future scenarios creep
into participant consciousness. It was noted that students often display a lack of
creativity because they are afraid of posing scenarios that may make them seem wrong.
The scenario discussion improves hopefulness. People feel a stronger sense of resilience.
Recommendations: Considering these scenario and role playing games in alternative
regions (i.e. Ohio). Aggregate information from these games so minority priorities and
information can emerge. Digitize these games, which is already in action by way of
German developers. Remove the word "climate" from discussions to mitigate partisan
hard lines. Just discuss changes in ice. Everybody can be an expert in discussing
scenarios, it is an understandable concept to participants. Use maps, acetate overlays
and markers to identify regions. Stake claims.
Group 4: Museum exhibits updates
This group focused on ideas and advice about updating a 35-year-old museum exhibit
about life in the Canadian Arctic. Suggestions were made about strategies for reinterpreting the existing content. A need emerged for better explanations about research
techniques and clear explanations about how we know what we know about the Arctic.
Recommendations: For school audiences, information could be provided for research at
both poles. There is good information available on the Thwaites Glacier website which
might be particularly useful. Another recommendation is the incorporation of blog
posts as a tool to provide updated information to teachers in advance of class visits to
the museum.
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Group 5: Solutions-based Education
Ohio (as a representative of average America): plenty of water in Ohio; toxic algal
blooms in some lakes; agriculture is largest industry in Ohio; and a lot of people are
disconnected from agriculture (generally in the US, people don't know where food
comes from, how they impact global systems). Why should people care? Climate
change is leading to a warmer, wetter world (cities having to deal with more storm
water, invest in sump pumps, rain gardens, flood mitigation, etc.). Arctic change is
important because of the polar-forcing effects. This is related to why people should
learn about overall climate change and the Arctic. The Arctic has an important role in
those impacts and is unique.
Recommendations: Include the following topics in solutions-based education polar-forcing, feedback loops, and connections to agriculture. To address the question of
what can people do - help them to understand and “believe in” science and educate
them about climate change. Advise people to offset transportation by buying carbon
offsets whenever they travel. Don't idle cars, give up car trips, walk more, and bike
more. Have a conversation with someone who wasn't here: A lot of people don't believe
in fact-based science, methods, and research results. Ask your legislator what they're
doing about change in the Arctic. Vote for politicians who support environmental
issues. Support changes within your institution (stop the use of single-use plastic bags,
Styrofoam containers, and plastic straws and promote recycling and composting).
Examine the language in messages. Do they convey urgency? Are they relatable? Find
ways to specifically connect to the audience (5-year olds can tell their parents not to idle
cars; adults can buy carbon offsets). Partner with behavior change campaigns to co-opt
materials and encourage behaviors in museums.
Group 6: Maps - How to represent time over change and data using landscape
representations
Discussion focused on how people are starting to lose their ability to interpret maps,
which is fundamental to displaying GIS data. How much do we need to orient people
before discussing future scenarios? Are there other ways to help them understand
impacts of Arctic change and climate change?
Recommendations: Research ways that people use maps for inquiry experiences, and
determine effective ways to orient them to maps.
V. Summary
The ARISE Workshop successfully met its goals by bringing together Arctic scientists
and informal science education professionals to learn from each other, discuss priorities
for Arctic-related topics to be integrated into Broader Impact activities, and initiate
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relationships and future collaborations. Results and lessons learned from previous
Arctic education, outreach, and communication (EOC) initiatives were shared,
including data from a national baseline study on public perceptions about the Arctic,
results from the rich and diverse EOC activities of the International Polar Year, and
several case studies of successful BI partnerships. Tools for successfully engaging
scientists and education professionals in collaborative activities were discussed and
demonstrated, including the online CLIMB tool and Broader Impacts Wizard. Effective
practices, as determined by evaluation and assessment were also shared by the
PolarTREC project and the Inner Space Center team. The Workshop participants were
introduced to the new Polar Literacy Principles (still in development) and were able to
provide valuable feedback to the developers at Rutgers University.
Many of the ISE professionals were unaware of the resources managed and archived by
the Polar Data Center. Rich discussions centered on how these resources could be
leveraged for public engagement in the future. Another resource for future EOC is the
R/V Sikuliaq, the new U.S. ice-capable research vessel designed to support scientific
research in high-latitude waters. The ship provides berths for up to 26 scientists and
students to conduct multi-disciplinary studies in open ocean, near-shore regions, and
single-year sea ice. It is capable of facilitating real-time virtual participation of shorebased scientists and students via it telepresence communications system. High
bandwidth satellite service to enable real-time connectivity is expensive. Workshop
discussions focused on the need for scientists, who are submitting NSF proposals for
ship time on the Sikuliaq, to include these costs in their proposals and partner with the
Inner Space Center, the U.S. hub for telepresence communications and outreach, to
successfully use the ship and its research expeditions to achieve impactful Broader
Impacts of the research.
Other Workshop outcomes include the development of common key concepts and
messages that the Arctic research and education community can utilize in EOC
activities. One of the top priority concepts to integrate into public education is that the
Arctic plays a central role in regulating Earth’s weather and climate, which leads to the
message that participants felt was most important to communicate: What happens in the
Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic.
One of the most important “take-aways” from the workshop is the need identified by
the participants to establish a coordinated national network and staffed network hub to
foster and continue the collaborative dialog initiated during the Workshop with the
broader Arctic research and education community. The participants also identified a
high need for a “one stop shop” of Arctic-related EOC resources. Despite the investment
in IPY EOC activities, even the products from this intensive, collaborative endeavor
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have not been archived in one easy to access resource. A national network hub could
assume the responsibility for building this resource. Models for such a network and
coordinating hub are previous NSF-funded successful national networks that met the
needs of their respective communities, including the Nanoscale Informal
Science Education Network (NISE Net) and the Centers for Ocean Sciences Education
Excellence (COSEE) Network. The establishment of such a network and a central
repository for Arctic-related EOC resources could make an important contribution to
polar literacy in general and greatly enhance the impacts of NSF-funded Arctic research.
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Appendix A

Workshop Agenda
Day One, October 10, 2018
9:00
9:30
9:45
10:00

10:20

10:40
11:00

11:25
12:15
12:35
13:30

13:45

14:45

15:05
15:25

16:10
16:25

16:45

Registration
Welcome and Opening Remarks
Gail Scowcroft, University of Rhode Island
Participant Introductions
Plenary One: Importance of Informal Science Broader Impact Activities
Presenter: Valentine Kass, National Science Foundation
Goal: Provide an overview of strategies, methods, and evaluation
Plenary Two: What do students and the public know and/or want to know about
the Arctic? Results of two baseline studies
Presenter: Gail Scowcroft
Goal: To establish a rationale and lay a foundation for the workshop
Break
Plenary Three: Lessons from IPY Education and Outreach
Presenter: Elena Sparrow, International Arctic Research Center, University of Alaska
Goal: Explore how IPY education and outreach outcomes can inform future Broader Impact
activities
Breakout Group One: Arctic Science - Setting Content Priorities
Goal: Identify content priorities for Broader Impact activities and educational programming
Breakout Group One Report Out
Lunch
Plenary Four: Polar Literacy Principles
Presenter: Liesl Hotaling, Eidos Education
Goal: Introduce content of the Polar Literacy Principles
Polar Literacy Gallery
Goal: Gain knowledge about the new Polar Literacy Principles and how they can inform
proposal Broader Impact activities and education programming
Plenary Five: Integrating Broader Impact Activities and Advancements in
Learning Sciences
Presenter: Oludurotimi Adetunji, Brown University
Goal: Explore how developments in the learning sciences can be effectively used to improve
Arctic science and education partnerships
Break
Breakout Group Two: Developing Key Arctic Messages for the Public
Goal: Develop a set of consistent messages that can be used across research and education
activities
Breakout Group Two Report Out
Plenary Six: Using Arctic Data in Broader Impact Activities
Presenter: Kathryn Meyer, Arctic Data Center
Goal: Provide a context for how Arctic scientists and ISE professionals can work together to
affect change
Reflection
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17:00

Adjourn

Day Two, October 11, 2018
9:15
9:30

10:10

10:30
10:50

11:40

12:20
12:40
13:35

14:00

14:40

15:10
15:30

Review of Day One
Panel One: Leveraging Existing Networks for Successful Broader Impacts
Presenters: Lauren Frisch, University of Alaska, Stephanie Pfirman, Arizona State
University, Judy Fahnestock, ARCUS
Goal: Provide examples of existing networks that can assist researchers with Broader Impact
activities
Plenary Seven: Using the U.S. R/V Sikuliaq as a Broader Impacts Platform
Presenter: S. Bradley Moran, University of Alaska
Goal: Explore options for Broader Impact plans
Break
Panel Two: Case Studies of Successful Broader Impact Partnerships
Presenters: Jason Cervenec, Byrd Polar and Climate Research Center, Anne Gold,
Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences, Amy Lovecraft,
University of Alaska Fairbanks, Holly Morin, University of Rhode Island Graduate
School of Oceanography
Goal: Share examples of tested models for achieving Broader Impacts
Breakout Group Three: Effective Scientist Engagement in Informal Science
Education Activities
Goal: Identify common elements and effective practices in the engagement of Arctic scientists
in Broader Impact activities and the successful transfer of the scientists’ expertise and
resources to public audiences
Breakout Group Three Report Out
Lunch
Tours of the Inner Space Center (12:30-1: Groups 1&2; 1:00-1:30: Groups 3&4)
Plenary Eight: Reaching Informal Science Education Audiences
Presenter: Jamie Bell, CAISE
Goal: Set the stage for the following breakout group discussions
Breakout Group Four: Reaching Informal Science Education Audiences
Goal: Provide pathways for broadening the impacts of NSF-funded Arctic research and assist
principal investigators in disseminating the results of their research; Discuss strategies for
and differences and similarities in reaching families, school groups, community leaders and
decision makers, and the general public
Group Session One: Tools for Successful Scientist/Educator Partnerships
(four groups)
A. Concept Map Builder, Presenter: Carla Companion, ODYSEA LLC
B. Broader Impacts Wizard, Presenter: Janice McDonnell, Rutgers University
C. Effective Practices in Delivering Webinars, Presenter: Chris Knowlton, University
of RI
D. Effective Educator Research Experiences, Presenter: Janet Warburton, ARCUS
Break
Group Session Two: Tools for Successful Scientist/Educator Partnerships
(four groups)
A. Concept Map Builder, Presenter: Carla Companion, ODYSEA LLC
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16:00

16:50
17:10
17:25

B. Broader Impacts Wizard, Presenter: Janice McDonnell, Rutgers University
C. Effective Practices in Delivering Webinars, Presenter: Chris Knowlton, University
of RI
D. Effective Educator Research Experiences, Presenter: Janet Warburton, ARCUS
Breakout Group Five: Partnerships and Proposal Opportunities
Goal: Provide time for participants to work in small groups to further develop existing
Broader Impact activities and/or partnerships for future proposals
Breakout Group Five Report Out
Reflection
Adjourn

Day Three, October 12, 2018
9:15
9:30

10:00
10:20
11:00
11:30
12:00

Review of Day Two
Open Space Session: Orientation to Process, Topic Identification
Suggested Topics: Capabilities and/or services needed to further promote Arctic
science research to public audiences; Key partnerships that could be enhanced and/
or established to promote Arctic science literacy more broadly; Integrating Arctic
data into education programming; etc.
Break
Open Space Session: Break Out Groups Meet
Open Space Session: Break Out Reports
Large Group Discussion: Final Reflections
Adjourn
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Email Address
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Brown University

oludurotimi_adetunji@brown.edu

Lindsay Bartholomew

Museum of Science, Boston

lbartholomew@mos.org

Jamie Bell

Center for Advancement of Informal Science
Education

jbell@informalscience.org

Max Berkelhammer

University of Illinois Chicago

berkelha@uic.edu

Tina Bishop

College of Exploration

tina@coexploration.net

Vanessa Boschi

Villanova University

vanessa.boschi@villanova.edu

Lisa Busch

Sitka Sound Science Center

lbusch@sitkascience.org

Karlisa Callwood

Pacific Science Center

KCallwood@pacsci.org

Jason Cervenec

Byrd Polar and Climate Research Center, Ohio State
Univ.

cervenec.1@osu.edu

Judy Fahnestock

Arctic Research Consortium of the United States

judy@arcus.org

Linda Fernandez

Virginia Commonwealth University

lmfernandez@vcu.edu

Jennifer Francis

Rutgers University

francis@imcs.rutgers.edu

Lauren Frisch

University of Alaska Fairbanks

lcfrisch@alaska.edu

Andrea Gingras

Graduate School of Oceanography University of RI

agingras@uri.edu

Oskar Glowacki

Scripps Institution of Oceanography

oglowacki@ucsd.edu

Anne Gold

University of Colorado Boulder

anne.u.gold@colorado.edu

Donglai Gong

Virginia Institute of Marine Science

gong@vims.edu

Susan Heilman

Museum of Science, Boston

sheilman@mos.org

Liesl Hotaling

Eidos Education

lieslhotaling@yahoo.com

Valentine Kass

National Science Foundation

vkass@nsf.gov

Christopher Knowlton

Graduate School of Oceanography University of RI

cknowlton@uri.edu

Carla Lauter

ODYSEA LLC

carlajean@gmail.com

Brice Loose

Graduate School of Oceanography University of RI

bloose@uri.edu

Amy Lauren Lovecraft

University of Alaska Fairbanks

allovecraft@alaska.edu

Kaitlin Mattos

University of Colorado

kaitlin.mattos@colorado.edu

Janice McDonnell

Rutgers University

mcdonnel@marine.rutgers.edu

Patrick McShea

Carnegie Museum of Natural History

mcsheap@carnegiemnh.org

Kathryn Meyer

NSF Arctic Data Center/NCEAS

meyer@nceas.ucsb.edu
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Mary Miller

Exploratorium

mmiller@exploratorium.edu

Nicole Misarti

University of Alaska Fairbanks

nmisarti@alaska.edu

S. Bradley Moran

University of Alaska Fairbanks

sbmoran@alaska.edu

Holly Morin

Graduate School of Oceanography University of RI

holly_morin@uri.edu

Luis Pomales

Graduate School of Oceanography University of RI

luispomales@my.uri.edu

Stephanie Pfirman

Arizona State University

stephanie.pfirman@asu.edu

Katie Propp

Center of Science and Industry

kpropp@cosi.org

Gail Scowcroft

Graduate School of Oceanography University of RI
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Haraldur Sigurdsson

Graduate School of Oceanography University of RI

hsigurdsson@uri.edu

Elliott Smith

Ohio State University

Ahaelliott@yahoo.com

Elena Sparrow

International Arctic Research Center University of
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Peter Tuddenham
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Margie Turrin

Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
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Jason Wright

Center of Science and Industry
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Karen Young
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